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More than a Hyperbaric Chamber, an integrated system
Hyperbaric Treatment System
safe, effective and easy to operate.
Contact
Learn more
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Biobarica Medical 
 Hyperbaric Systems
The Biobarica Hyperbaric Treatment System includes medium pressure Hyperbaric Chambers with high therapeutic efficiency, training and medical, scientific, technical and commercial support through a global online management software (BGS) and a monitoring system that allow the efficient and profitable operation of a Hyperbaric Medicine Center or Unit.
See more





Hyperbaric Chamber
Revitalair® 430

Biobarica online management system

The Biobarica Global System (BGS) is an exclusive software of our network. You will acquire a variety of tools to enhance your medical center or institution:

Contact us now
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[image: You will be able to assign appointments for consultations and Hyperbaric Chamber sessions online.]Appointment system

You will be able to assign appointments for consultations and Hyperbaric Chamber sessions online.

[image: You will keep organized and efficient control of the patient process for scheduling a consultation or session.]CRM for patients

You will keep organized and efficient control of the patient process for scheduling a consultation or session.

[image: You will be able to assign telemedicine appointments to call your patients and advise them from a distance.]Telemedicine

You will be able to assign telemedicine appointments to call your patients and advise them from a distance.

[image: Statistics of the episodes treated in all the centers of the global network.]Hipermed

Statistics of the episodes treated in all the centers of the global network.

[image: Medical, commercial, technical and scientific training.]Training

Medical, commercial, technical and scientific training.

[image: Real-time monitoring system for Revitalair® Hyperbaric Chambers.]Monitoring

Real-time monitoring system for Revitalair® Hyperbaric Chambers.

[image: You will have videos, images, and content to use in your office or medical institution.]Materials

You will have videos, images, and content to use in your office or medical institution.

[image: Review and development of research on Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy.]Investigations

Review and development of research on Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy.

[image: The latest news, applications, and advances in Hyperbaric Medicine will be reported.]News

The latest news, applications, and advances in Hyperbaric Medicine will be reported.




Benefits for your Institution

Online management software that will allow you to monitor all your equipment in real-time.

Learn more
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Benefits for your Institution

We offer different growth possibilities and multiple services for your institution.

Learn more
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Benefits for your Institution

Comprehensive training for your entire team of professionals and operators.

Learn more
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ABOUT

 Biobarica
  Hyperbaric Medicine

It is a non-invasive medical treatment that increases the volume of dissolved oxygen in the blood plasma. Inside the Hyperbaric Chamber, the patient breathes high concentrations of oxygen at a pressure higher than normal atmospheric pressure. This results in multiple benefits for the organism.
I want to be contacted
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Certifications
Our Hyperbaric Chambers are certified as a medical device worldwide.
Contact us for more information




Global Presence
Incorporate Biobarica technology and join the largest network of centers and professionals that develop Hyperbaric Medicine with high quality standards in the world.
	+40 countries
	Fast and low cost international shipping
	Certifications worldwide

Choose a country and find our representatives:

Select Country
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We would like to hear from you.
Contact us
Our technical, medical and commercial team is at your disposal to assist you.

Name
E-mail address
Telephone
Country
ProfessionSelect occupation
MD
Other (please specify)



Message
I want to be contacted
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Are you a Patient? Click here
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience and analyze traffic. You can learn more about the services we use at our   privacy policy.
View cookie policy.  privacy policy
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